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NEXT MEETING
Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC), Mount 

      Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 27 June at 19h15. 
Programme:
➢ Beginner’s Corner: “Batteries 101” by Johan Smit.
➢ What’s Up? by Michael Poll.
----------------------------------- 10-minute break — library will be open. --------------------------------
➢         Main talk: TBA to members by e-mail.
➢ Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.

The chairperson at the meeting will be Pierre Lourens.

NEXT OBSERVING EVENING
Friday 22 June from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also 
situated at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Astronomy- related articles on the Internet

NASA's nuclear thermal engine is a blast from the Cold War past. Nuclear  thermal
propulsion, which was studied in the Cold War for space travel, could make a comeback
to fly humans to Mars. https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/moon-
mars/a18345717/nasa-ntp-nuclear-engines-mars/?
src=nl&mag=pop&list=nl_pnl_news&date=022118

Deneb is distant and very luminous. Deneb, aka ɑ Cygni, is the 19th brightest star in
the night sky, with an apparent magnitude of 1.25. A blue-white supergiant, Deneb is also
one of the  most luminous stars. The most accurate distance to date, based on data
gathered by the Hipparcos satellite, is 1 500 light-years.
http://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/deneb-among-the-farthest-stars-to-be-seen

Could we learn E.T.’s language? If an extraterrestrial civilization had a language, would
it  have common features with  Earth languages? Linguists explain  why they think it’s
possible.
http://earthsky.org/space/meti-workshop-linguists-talk-extraterrestrials?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=ae6a06a6ef-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c64394
5d79-ae6a06a6ef-394671529

Some of the Universe’s first stars have actually been seen. The galaxy containing
these stars is  13.2 billion light-years away,  further than we can directly look,  but it’s
visible because its light is being gravitationally lensed by a closer cluster of galaxies.
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2169090-some-of-the-universes-first-stars-have-
actually-been-seen/

Gravitational  wave  kicks  monster  black  hole  out  of  galactic  core.  The  most
plausible theory for its propulsive energy is that the monster object was given a kick by
gravitational waves unleashed by the merger of two black holes as a result of a collision
between two galaxies.  http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2017-12

Hubble dates black hole’s last big meal.  Astronomers have found an explanation of
the  two  hitherto  mysterious  “Fermi  Bubbles”,  each  with  a  mass  of  millions  of  solar
masses, towering above and below the centre of the Galaxy.
http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2017-10

Hubble reveals stellar fireworks in 'Skyrocket' galaxy. Fireworks shows are not just
confined to Earth's skies. NASA's HST has captured a spectacular fireworks display in a
small, nearby galaxy. http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2016-23

Behemoth black hole found in an unlikely place. Astronomers found the equivalent
monstrosity in space: a near-record super massive black hole with a mass of 17 billion
suns that lives in a cosmic backwater community of a few galaxies.
http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2016-12

Hubble's journey to the centre of our Galaxy. Hubble's infra-red vision pierced the
dusty heart of our Milky Way galaxy to reveal more than half a million stars at its core.
http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2016-11

Southern  Cross:  A  southern  sky  signpost. http://earthsky.org/tonight/signpost-of-
southern-skies?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=78a6e71069-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c64394
5d79-78a6e71069-394671529  Ω
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Top: The Rosette Nebula 
in Monceros, a faint 
constellation on the 
celestial equator. 
Monoceros is Greek for 
unicor n. 

Left: A rose. Notice the 
close resemblance 
between the nebula and 
the rose.

Photographs taken by 
Johan Moolman.
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Chairman’s report for meeting on 23 May 2018 - by Fred Oosthuizen

The  meeting  of  23  May  was  attended  by  approximately  22  people,  including  6
visitors. The meeting was reminded of the following forth coming events: 8-10 June Free
State  Star  party  near  Brandfort:  16-17  June  the  dark  sky  weekend  at  Deelfontein  /
Vederfort: 25 July our AGM: 9-12 August Our Karoo Star Party at Kambro near Britstown
and Scopex in Johannesburg 15 September.

Beginner’s Corner was presented by Bosman Olivier on the subject “Navigating the
Night Sky” using the following Points of reference.
The Celestial Sphere where the night sky appears to be a hemisphere of infinite size
around the earth. The stars, planets and the moon light up the night sky and all appear to
move east to west.

The Earth which appears to be at the centre of our universe as it rotates around the
sun in 365.25 days and spins on its own axis of 360° every 24 hours at a speed of 15°
per hour. Longitude is thus measured in degrees east or west of the prime meridian, the
imaginary line drawn north south through the town Greenwich in England. One half of the
earth is measured in degrees east longitude up to 180° and the other half in degrees
west longitude up to 180°. The Equator is the line of 0° latitude. The North pole is 90° N
and the South pole 90° S. These divisions allow us to determine our exact position on
earth. Pretoria = 25°44¨ S and 28°12¨E

The Sun, Moon and Planets: The Earth’s axis is tilted at 23.5° thus the perpendicular
rays from the sun move north and south over the surface of  the earth,  creating the
various  seasons.  The  suns  is  at  the  furthest  point  north  (23.5°N)  in  the  northern
hemisphere on 21 December, which is the day of the winter solstice. The sun is at its
nearest point on June 22, which is the day of the summer solstice. The winter and the
summer equinox occur at the cross-over point of the equator when the length of day and
the  length  of  night  are  approximately  equal.  The  winter  equinox  occurs  on  the  20 th

September and the summer equinox on 21 March.
The Earth, Moon and Planets follow the same path as the Sun. This path is called the

Ecliptic.
Deep-space objects: The stars, constellations, galaxies, nebulae, clusters, etc. seem to 
be pasted on the inside of celestial sphere. All appear to be equidistant and stationary.
Galactic coordinates: Galactic latitude or longitude help determine the relative position 
and the motion of the Milky Way. The galactic latitude is the measurement north or south 
of the Galaxy’s plane of symmetry, which is defined by the galactic equator. The galactic 
equator is inclined 62.36° to the celestial equator.
The Ecliptic system: The celestial longitude is measured as degrees east of the Vernal
Equinox along the ecliptic and the celestial latitude as degrees north or south from the
ecliptic  to  the  ecliptic  poles.  The  ecliptic  poles  are  -23.44°  from  the  corresponding
celestial pole.

Bosman further explained and illustrated the use of the Equatorial and the ecliptic
systems and the function of sidereal day and time.
References 

What’s Up was presented by Michael Moller and included the dates for the phases
of the moon, and indicated which night in June would be “dark sky nights” when the
moon would not interfere with observing. The planets Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and Saturn
are  all  well  positioned  for  good  viewing.  The  southern  constellations,  Crux,  Carina,
Puppis,  Vela  and the  Magellan  Clouds and above and slightly  north  east,  Scorpius,
Ophiuchus and Sagittarius all have a large number of great viewing objects. ASSA 100
best viewed this month are numbers 48 to 59.
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The main topic of the evening was presented by a very dear friend of ours Chris
Steward who is from the other side of the Jukskeirivier and a long standing member of
the Johannesburg Center and who is at present the Vice President of the ASSA Council
and a Director  of  Instumentation.  Chris’s  talk  was on his  recent  visit  (Pilgrimage)  to
STELLAFANE the home of Amateur Telescope Making in the USA situated at Breezy Hill
in the town of Springfield, Vermont, New York State.

Chris took us on a journey to the dawn of the precision era of Britain and America.
In  Britain  Henry  Maudsley  invented  the  modern  Lathe  in  1797  and  employed  an
apprentice Joseph Whitworth who invented a method for producing a true plan surface in
steel. He then worked at Joseph Clements to build the Bobbage’s calculating engine. By
1859 he produced a machine capable of measuring to ½ a millionth of an inch and
pragmatically  devised  a  widely  –adopted  standard  for  threads,  still  used  today.  The
thread comprises of a 55° pitch with a rounded top and bottom with a radius equal to
0.1373 X pitch.

In 1864 an American William Sellers launched an easier-to-make thread profile that
became the basis of the French standard thread. In 1868 it was adopted by the US Navy
and in 1883 by almost all railways. The adopted thread profile entailed a 60° Pitch with a
flat bottom and top the width of which was equal to 1/8 of the pitch and was adopted as
the “Standard American Thread System” in 1924.

In the early part of the 19th century, gunsmiths custom made muskets to specs of
each buyer. The American tool industry was to the second half of the 19 th century what
the computer and the network industry was to the second half of the 20 th century i.e. the
country’s most important driver to technological innovation.
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Machinists built  lathes and planers and drills and screw cutters so that other companies
could build rifles and clocks and sewing machines. They provided the infrastructure that allowed
the industrial revolution to take off.
Springfield, Vermont, became the Silicon Valley of precision machining.
Adna  Brown who bought  Springfields  first  technology  and  machine-tool   Company,  hired a
brilliant  machinist  and  inventor  James  Hartness.  In  1919  Hartness  invented  the  optical
comparator,  a device to precisely measure screw threads in collaboration with engineer and
arctic explorer Russel Porter.

Meanwhile  back  in  the  UK  a  Weekly  Newspaper  in  the  years  1865-1926  published
constructional articles and letters sent in by its readers in a column “English Mechanic, mirror of
science  and  art”  which  popularized  Amateur  telescope  making  in  the  UK,  in  particular  the
articles written By Reverent  William Ellison which were reprinted and published in Scientific
American which piqued the interest of Russel W. Porter, who spent years teaching himself the
art  of  telescope making. He helped design and build the 200-inch. Hale telescope at Mount
Palomar.

In 1920 Porter started an ATM class and was heavily supported by James Hartness the
class started with a membership of 15 men and 1 woman. Albert G. Ingalls editor of Scientific
American visited the ATM club in 1925 and subsequently started a ATM column in the magazine.
The 1st article published in November 1925 resulted in nearly 1000 letters being received, which
resulted in the 1st publication of a 104 page booklet titled AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING by
ABERT G INGALLS. Today the publication comprises 3 volumes which total 1764 pages 

The first  Annual  Convention of  the club was held in  1926.  The convention which Chris
attended was the clubs 80th.

       Chris demonstrating the various gadgets he put on show, and below the awards presented.
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Observing: NGC 2437 and  NGC 2438 - by Magda Streicher
When two deep sky objects are woven into one, we can truly speak about a bonus

object.  The open star cluster NGC 2437, better known as Messier 46, is also home to
the beautiful planetary nebula NGC 2438.  

This lovely two-in-one object can be found in the heart of the constellation Puppis.
The open cluster M46, which spans an area of about half a degree, was discovered by
Charles Messier in 1771.  It is a beautiful, very impressive bright and large cluster which
displays  stars in  short  strings and twirls.   The denser  part  of  the cluster  is  situated
towards  the  southern  part  and  careful  observation  reveals  a  vague,  dark  lane  that
separates this region from the rest of the cluster.  M46 contains several hundred stars
which  are  quite  evenly  distributed.   Between  the  stars,  small  dark  patches  can  be
discerned.   M46  is  estimated  to  be  about  5  500  light  years  distant.   Even  smaller
telescopes will bring to your eye a big splash of varied magnitude stars.  

The real beauty, however, is the hazy spot embedded towards the northern part of
the cluster.  Astronomers agree that the planetary superimpose upon the cluster is most
probably a foreground object, thousands of light years closer than M46.  The planetary
nebula displays a soft light-grey colour and give the impression of a floating haze among
the stars.  High power will reveal this object to be slightly oval and hollow.  A faint star
can be seen on its eastern edge, but the central star, which is around magnitude 17, is
nowhere to be seen.  

I can't decide which of the two objects is the most outstanding, but you have to agree
that both taken together make one great object to explore. Ω

Object Name Type RA DEC Magnitude Size

NGC 2437 / M46 Open cluster 07 h 41.8 m -14°49’      6   27’

NGC 2438 Planetary Nebula 07 h 41.8 m -14°44’      10   1.1’
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Photographs, annotations and text
by Johan Moolman.
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May 18th  2018 observing evening report - by Michael Poll

Cloudy  again!  Neville and Michael were the only centre members who attended,
Neville  was  again  mentoring  the  3rd year  medical  students  for  Sefago  Makgatho
university. Just in case it was cloudy (!) Neville had set up a triangulation exercise on the
lower playing field – there was a 15 metre base line and two LED lights set up about 100
metres away – one LED was red and the other white. (They were dubbed Betelgeuse
and Rigel). In groups of three the students measured the angles of the lights from the
baseline and calculated their distances.

Meanwhile Michael had discussions with the remaining students, which covered a
wide range of topics.

 They  were  asked  the  meaning  of  the  word  “astronomy”,  and  then  this  was
followed up with a discussion about the meaning of “Aster” (which means a star).
Other  words  using  aster  were  mentioned  “asterisk”,  “asteroid”,  and “aster”  (a
flower).

 There was a discussion about astrology and the horoscopes in the newspapers. It
was explained that originally (i.e years BC) that any one casting a horoscope had
to make some observations first, to determine for example, which constellation
the sun or a planet was in. Eventually the science of astronomy split  off  from
astrology.

 Jupiter  showed up  through  about  the  only  sky  hole  we  had  all  evening.  We
discussed how Jupiter’s position in the sky would change during an evening (the
Earth’s rotation) and from month to month (the Earth’s movement around the sun)

 One student asked “how do we know that the Earth moves, and goes around the
sun?” The answer to that is that one cannot tell that the Earth is moving because
it  travels  so smoothly.  In  times past  the question was put  as “If  the Earth is
moving around the Sun, why do the stars not show a parallax movement”. It was
explained that the stars are so far away that the parallax was too small to be
measured with the instruments available at the time. It was noted that the angle
being measured was less than 1/3600th of a degree, and the measurement was
not successfully done until 1838. This discussion fitted in with the triangulation
exercise that was being done on the field. I pointed out that surveys of a country
are made by triangulation, and when I mentioned triangulation points it rang a bell
with some of them who had seen these, and they suddenly realised what they
were used for.

 The question of life elsewhere in the solar system arose. Mercury and Venus
were excluded (too hot!), and apart from the Earth, Jupiter’s moon Europa was
mentioned as a possible candidate. It was explained why the centre of Europa
might be warm enough to heat up the proposed ocean, (resonance with Jupiter
and other Jovian moons) and how the same pushing and pulling made the interior
of Io so hot that is was the most volcanically active body in the solar system. Ω
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Photographs by Johan Moolman
Photographs by Johan Moolman

Summary of “What’s Up” to be presented on June 27th 2018
– by Michael Poll

There is a total lunar eclipse visible on July 27th. This is the longest total lunar eclipse
of this century. The circumstances if this eclipse will be discussed. 
The times of the umbral phases are:
Start of partial eclipse 20h 24
Start of totality 21h 30
Middle of eclipse 22h 21
End of totality 23h 13
End of partial eclipse 00h 18.

Venus is now higher in the sky after sunset than it has been for some time. The reasons
for it being so elusive since superior conjunction on January 9th 2018 will be illustrated. 

Jupiter’s  passes of Alpha Librae will be noted, and there will be a discussion about
close oppositions of Mars considering that, when at opposition on July 27th, Mars will be
closer to Earth than at any time since 2003. 

Dates to note:

Morning sky: July 10th: Moon is near Aldebaran (brightest star in Taurus)
Evening sky:  July 15th  : Moon is near Regulus (brightest star in Leo)
Mercury will be at its greatest elongation on July 12th when it will be 26.4° east of the
Sun
Also in the evening sky, the moon will be:
Near Mercury on July 14th. 
Near Venus on July 15th & 16th

Near Jupiter on July 20th & 21st

Near Saturn on the nights of July 24th & 25th.
Near Mars during the night of June 30th/July 1st, July 27th. Ω

Feature of the month:
Small asteroid zipped through Earth’s atmosphere

The IAU confirmed that  the asteroid originally designated ZLAF9B2 – now called
2018 LA – disintegrated at a height of 50 km over South Africa on June 2, 2018.
http://earthsky.org/space/video-reports-asteroid-zlaf9b2-june-2-2018-south-africa?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=26a65ea501-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c64394
5d79-26a65ea501-394671529  Ω

Astronomy-related images and video clips on the Internet

• Look for the legendary green flash. Images of the green flash.
     http://earthsky.org/tonight/see-the-legendary-green-flash

•   Fly through the Orion Nebula. Take 3 minutes to fly through the spectacular 
Orion Nebula, in this new 3D visualization from NASA. 
http://earthsky.org/space/fly-through-orion-nebula-movie?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d5b0657cd2-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d7
9-d5b0657cd2-394671529

http://earthsky.org/space/fly-through-orion-nebula-movie?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d5b0657cd2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-d5b0657cd2-394671529
http://earthsky.org/space/fly-through-orion-nebula-movie?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d5b0657cd2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-d5b0657cd2-394671529
http://earthsky.org/space/fly-through-orion-nebula-movie?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d5b0657cd2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-d5b0657cd2-394671529
http://earthsky.org/tonight/see-the-legendary-green-flash
http://earthsky.org/space/video-reports-asteroid-zlaf9b2-june-2-2018-south-africa?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=26a65ea501-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-26a65ea501-394671529
http://earthsky.org/space/video-reports-asteroid-zlaf9b2-june-2-2018-south-africa?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=26a65ea501-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-26a65ea501-394671529
http://earthsky.org/space/video-reports-asteroid-zlaf9b2-june-2-2018-south-africa?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=26a65ea501-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-26a65ea501-394671529
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NOTICE BOARD

Astronomy basics: Free online astronomy courses

I  stumbled  upon this  website  that  contains  a  bonanza of  free  online
courses from top universities:
http://www.openculture.com/freeonlinecourses.

To get to the astronomy courses: under  "Free courses",  left click on
"Astronomy".

You can watch the courses online.  They say on the website that  the
courses can be downloaded, but I haven’t figured out how to do it. If you
manage to figure it out, let me know at  pierre.lourens@vodamail.co.za so
that  I  can  let  other  members  know  how  to  do  it.  They  might  want  to
download courses. Ω

 YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WILL LAPSE ON 30 JUNE. RENEW IT AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE.

 Fred Oosthuizen  will  undergo major  dental  surgery on 9 July.  His
teeth will be replaced, not by a set of false teeth, but by new teeth
implanted into his upper and lower jaws. Members can wish him well
at 072 373 2865 or at  fredo@oostvallei.co.za.

 Winter solstice: The winter solstice of the Southern Hemisphere will
be at 12h07 SAST on  Thursday, 21 June 2018. For sunrise, sunset,
and day length in Pretoria, South Africa, see:
https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/south-africa/pretoria?
month=6&year=2018
See also:
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/everything-you-need-to-
know-june-solstice?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=49df1cdeac-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&ut
m_term=0_c643945d79-49df1cdeac-394671529

 Aphelion:  Aphelion will  be on  Friday,  6 July 2018 at 18h46 SAST.
Aphelion is the point in Earth’s orbit where Earth is farthest from the
Sun.

  Old newsletters: All old newsletters from January 2004 onward are on
our website. They contain a record of our Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.

 Database: Members are reminded that a database of the books in our
library is to be found on our website.  Ω

mailto:pierre.lourens@vodamail.co.za
http://www.openculture.com/freeonlinecourses
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/everything-you-need-to-know-june-solstice?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=49df1cdeac-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-49df1cdeac-394671529
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/everything-you-need-to-know-june-solstice?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=49df1cdeac-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-49df1cdeac-394671529
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/everything-you-need-to-know-june-solstice?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=49df1cdeac-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-49df1cdeac-394671529
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	NASA's nuclear thermal engine is a blast from the Cold War past. Nuclear  thermal propulsion, which was studied in the Cold War for space travel, could make a comeback to fly humans to Mars.	https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/moon-mars/a18345717/nasa-ntp-nuclear-engines-mars/?src=nl&mag=pop&list=nl_pnl_news&date=022118
	Deneb is distant and very luminous. Deneb, aka ɑ Cygni, is the 19th brightest star in the night sky, with an apparent magnitude of 1.25. A blue-white supergiant, Deneb is also one of the most luminous stars. The most accurate distance to date, based on data gathered by the Hipparcos satellite, is 1 500 light-years.
	Could we learn E.T.’s language? If an extraterrestrial civilization had a language, would it have common features with Earth languages? Linguists explain why they think it’s possible.
	http://earthsky.org/space/meti-workshop-linguists-talk-extraterrestrials?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=ae6a06a6ef-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-ae6a06a6ef-394671529

	Some of the Universe’s first stars have actually been seen. The galaxy containing these stars is 13.2 billion light-years away, further than we can directly look, but it’s visible because its light is being gravitationally lensed by a closer cluster of galaxies. https://www.newscientist.com/article/2169090-some-of-the-universes-first-stars-have-actually-been-seen/
	Gravitational wave kicks monster black hole out of galactic core. The most plausible theory for its propulsive energy is that the monster object was given a kick by gravitational waves unleashed by the merger of two black holes as a result of a collision between two galaxies. http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2017-12
	Hubble dates black hole’s last big meal. Astronomers have found an explanation of the two hitherto mysterious “Fermi Bubbles”, each with a mass of millions of solar masses, towering above and below the centre of the Galaxy. http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2017-10
	Hubble reveals stellar fireworks in 'Skyrocket' galaxy. Fireworks shows are not just confined to Earth's skies. NASA's HST has captured a spectacular fireworks display in a small, nearby galaxy. http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2016-23
	Behemoth black hole found in an unlikely place. Astronomers found the equivalent monstrosity in space: a near-record super massive black hole with a mass of 17 billion suns that lives in a cosmic backwater community of a few galaxies. http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2016-12
	Hubble's journey to the centre of our Galaxy. Hubble's infra-red vision pierced the dusty heart of our Milky Way galaxy to reveal more than half a million stars at its core. http://hubblesite.org/news_release/news/2016-11
	Southern Cross: A southern sky signpost. http://earthsky.org/tonight/signpost-of-southern-skies?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=78a6e71069-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-78a6e71069-394671529 Ω
	Top: The Rosette Nebula in Monceros, a faint constellation on the celestial equator. Monoceros is Greek for unicor n.
	Fly through the Orion Nebula. Take 3 minutes to fly through the spectacular Orion Nebula, in this new 3D visualization from NASA. http://earthsky.org/space/fly-through-orion-nebula-movie?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=d5b0657cd2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_02_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-d5b0657cd2-394671529


